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ABSTRACT: Currently about 85% of the railway structure is constructed traditionally in Taiwan, which means the foundation of 
railways is composed by in-situ soil materials and covered by ballast, sleepers and tracks. While train passes, the deflection would be 
generated by repeated loads. The force transfers through ballast to the saturated foundation, may create vacuum to draw phenomenon, 
called pump effect or mud pumping. As the phenomenon occurring, the material would be carried out and then cavities under the 
ballast grows larger. It may induce serious train derailment capsized. Neiwan branch line was constructed in 1951 in the traditional 
formation and is famous for its scenery in Hsinchu county. Mud pumping phenomenon is frequently occurred here. The pumped 
materials collected and analyzed. The result shows that only 50% of them were ML(mud), others were CL(clay) or SM(sand). The 
piping paths of different materials presents unique mechanism as well. In-situ excavation were performed to evaluate the piping path 
and mechanism of mud pumping in railway subgrade in this study.  

RÉSUMÉ : Actuellement, environ 85% de la structure ferroviaire est construite traditionnellement à Taïwan, ce qui signifie que la 
fondation des chemins de fer est composée de matériaux de sol in situ et recouvert de ballast, de traverses et de voies ferrées. Pendant que 
le train passe, la déviation serait générée par des charges répétées. Les transferts de force par le ballast à la fondation saturée, peut créer le 
vide pour dessiner le phénomène, appelé effet de pompe ou pompage de boue. En tant que phénomène se produisant, le matériau serait 
réalisé et alors les cavités sous le ballast deviennent plus grandes. Il peut provoquer un déraillement grave du train renversé. Neiwan 
branche ligne a été construite en 1951 dans la formation traditionnelle et est célèbre pour ses paysages dans le comté de Hsinchu. Le 
phénomène de pompage de la boue est fréquemment observé ici. Les matériaux pompés ont été recueillis et analysés. Le résultat montre 
que seulement 50% d'entre eux étaient ML (boue), d'autres étaient CL (argile) ou SM (sable). Les chemins de tuyauterie de différents 
matériaux présentent également un mécanisme unique. Des travaux d'excavation in situ ont été effectués pour évaluer la trajectoire et le 
mécanisme de pompage de la boue dans le sous-sol ferroviaire dans cette étude.
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Mud pumping is a common problem to rail bed and is often 
depicted as the penetrating of fine materials (usually from the 
subgrade, see Figure 1) through the ballast. It may cause 
differential track settlements. The fine materials penetrated 
from the subgrade are usually visible, appearing as dried mud 
(during dry days) or as pool of muddy slurry during rainy spells 
(see Figure 2). Tadatoshi (1977) proposed that mud pumping 
due to the force transferring through ballast to the saturated 
foundation, may create vacuum to draw phenomenon (see 
Figure 3). A Japanese survey carried out in 1975 found that out 
of17000 km of frequently used rails in Japan, more than 700km 
suffer from mud pumping and regular track alignment and 
maintenance cycle lasted only 58 days on the average 
(Katsumasa 1978). 

Pumping phenomenon is generally considerate to be 
conducted by the migration of subsoil fine particles in the 
ballast layer (Ayres 1986; Aw 2004, 2007; Ghataora et al. 2006; 
Indraratna et al. 2011). 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of railway foundation structure. 

 
Figure 2. Pumping photo recorded on 2016.01.05 at Neiwan Branch, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan. 

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of pumping effect. (Tadatoshi 1977) 

 
Alobaidi and Hoare (1996, 1999) proposed that pumping of 

fine particles depends mainly on the pore water pressure 
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 developed at the interface between the subgrade and 
subbase/ballast layer. As the phenomenon occurring, the 
material would be carried out and then cavities under the ballast 
grows larger. It may induce serious train derailment cap-sized.  

Duong et al.,(2014) adopted physical model for studying the 
migration of fine particles in the railway substructure. In the 
study, it was found that the development of pore water pressure 
in the subsoil is the key factor causing the migration of fine 
particles, hence, resulting in the creation of interlayer, as well as 
mud pumping. 

 
2 STUDY AREA AND MUD-PUMPING ISSUES 

Neiwan branch line was constructed in 1951 in the traditional 
formation, and is famous for its scenery in Hsinchu County. 
The section from milestone K16+600 (Chutung station) to 
K27+900 (Neiwan station), about 12 km long, was selected to 
be studied. Currently about 85% of the railway structure was 
constructed traditionally in Taiwan as Figure 1. Generally, the 
grain size of sub-ballasts is between ballasts and subsoil, so that 
sub-ballasts are designed to isolate ballasts from subsoil or soil 
foundation. Actually, very few sections have sub-ballasts 
installed. With high rainfall and groundwater table, pumping 
phenomenon can be frequently found usually in Taiwan. 
Pumping materials were collected and classified in this study 
(Kuo et al, 2017). As listed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 5, 
about 30 pumping cases were observed in May, 2015. Only 
50% of them were ML (mud); the others were CL (clay) or SM 
(sand).  

The distribution of mud pumping location was plotted in 
Figure 6. It can be found that majority of them located in hill 
area and curves. From the stop Hohsing to Fukuei, the section 
were characteristic to be the hot zone of mud pumping. 

 
Table 1.  Pumping cases observed at Neiwan Branch, Hsinchu, Taiwan. 

Location 
(Milestone 

from 
Hsinchu) 

Side 

Pumping Area 
Pumping 
Material

Length[m] 
(Train 

Directional) 

Width[cm] 
(Cross) 

Height[mm]
(above 
sleeper) 

K19+650 two 1 230 2 SM 
K19+670 one 3 80 6 ML 
K19+705 two 2 110 1 ML 
K22+406 two 9 120 0 GM 
K23+066 one 3 170 12 SM 
K23+191 one 2 160 1 ML 
K23+656 two 9 210 8 SM 
K23+671 two 8 120 2 CL-ML
K23+674 two 14 160 2 SM 
K23+683 one 5 130 2 SM 
K23+694 two 4 110 6 SM 
K23+703 two 4 130 2 ML 
K23+712 one 68 250 6 ML 
K24+065 one 5 50 5 ML 
K24+380 two 2 200 3 ML 
K24+390 one 5 110 2 CL-ML
K24+398 one 4 120 8 ML 
K24+418 two 5 130 1 SM 
K24+680 one 3 110 3 SM 
K24+692 one 3 90 12 SM 
K24+705 one 3 130 22 SM 
K24+710 one 2 110 3 SM 
K24+820 one 1 100 5 GC 
K24+913 two 87 320 17 CL 
K25+200 two 103 270 15 CL 
K25+586 one 7 160 20 CL 
K27+500 one 3 80 7 CL 
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Figure 5. Grain size distribution of pumping material at Neiwan Branch, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan. (Kuo et al, 2017) 
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Figure 6. Distribution of mud pumping location at Neiwan Branch, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan. 
 
3 IN-SITU EXCAVATION TEST 

The ballast in the section between Milestone no. K24+400 to 
K24+450, 50 meters long, was selected to be excavated for 
observing the distribution of mud pumping (see Figure 7). It is a 
straight line here. According to official record the thickness of 
ballast was 30cm in general here, so the depth of excavation 
was set to be 50cm.  

Three significant observed mud pumping spots on the ballast 
surface were listed in Table 2 and their pictures were shown in 
Figure 8, respectively. The areas of mud pumping mostly 
covered two rails. However, they tended to only one side and 
could be observed on the one-side end of crosstie. Therefore, 
the excavation area was set to be in the other side to observe 
and compare the distribution of mud pumping inside the ballast 
(see Figure 9). 

The profiles of ballast excavated in K24+399 to K24+401, 
K24+418 to K24+420, and K24+435 to K24+437 can be found 
in Figure 10 to 12. It can be noted that no mud pumping was 
observed on the ballast surface. They are used to compare with 
the observed mud pumping on the ballast surface in Figure 8, 
respectively. However, the ballast in Figure 10 to 12 was found 
to be almost filled of pumped materials. For practical situation, 
the ballast was fouled and should already lose its draining 
function. The pumped materials were almost saturated and 
dense. Actually, a shallow excavation can find this phenomenon 
instead of full sectional excavation. 
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  Table 2.  Pumping cases observed at the section between Milestone no. 
K24+400 to K24+450. 

Location 
(Milestone 

from 
Hsinchu) 

Side 

Pumping Area 
Pumping 
Material

Length[m] 
(Train 

Directional) 

Width[cm] 
(Cross) 

Height[mm]
(above 
sleeper) 

K24+396 one 8 110 20 ML 
K24+419 one 5 60 2 CL 
K24+440 one 2 160 3 CL 

 

 
Figure 7. Picture of the section between Milestone no. K24+400 to 
K24+450 where was selected to be performed excavating. 
 

  
(a) K24+396 (b) K24+419 (c) K24+440

Figure 8. Picture of the mud pumping observed spots.  
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Excavating area
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the related location of excavating area 
and mud pumping observed spots, not in scale. 

 

 
Figure 10. Picture of the in-situ excavation test (2015.09.09). 

 

 
Figure 11. Picture of the ballast profile beneath the location at K24+399 
to K24+401. 

 

 
Figure 12. Picture of the ballast profile beneath the location at K24+418 
to K24+420. 
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Figure 13. Picture of the ballast profile beneath the location at K24+435 
to K24+437. 

 
 

4 DISCUSSION 

Comparing with the result of mud pumping observed above 
ballast surface, it can be found that the path of mud pumping 
normally are not straight up in normal concept (see Figure 14). 
In fact, for the administration, only the fouled ballast directly 
below the spot observed mud pumping will be arranged to be 
replaced. However, according to the result found in this study, 
the pumped material may be squeezed and flowed from 
anywhere. The function of sub-ballast may be enhanced in this 
case for further usage.  
 

Rail bed

Rail foundation

Mud pumping path
Sub-ballast / subsoil

Ballast

?

 
Figure 14. Schematic diagram of the related distribution of mud 
pumping path 
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